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ON MAKING A THEOREM FOR A CHILD 

Seymour Papert 
MIT 

Part I: RHETORIC 

I shall tell you about some theorems made 
for children. This does not mean that they 
are bad for adults--any more than Winnie- 
the-P~h. The point is that most theorems 
(including the ones in the school books) are 
effectively X-rated. By this I mean that 
children can't get at them. 

Before talking about my theorems I want to 
say something;about what makes theorems good 
or bad. The most important factor is power. 
The best theorems have given men the power 
to think and do what no man could think or 
do before. But though all kids know how to 
rate cars by horsepower, they have never 
imagined there is such a thing as MATHPOWER. 
And it's not surprising: the stuff they 
call math at school gets you nowhere in 
doing or thinking anything. All you can do 
with long division is long divide...if that. 

So good theorems' for children should have 
a power punch. And the reason why I'm 
saying this to members of the Association 
for Computing Machinery is that you have 
the intellectual and material means to create 
contexts in which mathematics with a punch 
can be developed for use by children. 

I do not mean by this merely that computers 
are powerful mathematical l-~--~struments and 
can make mathematics real for action- 
oriented kids. True enough; but you are 
scarcely scratching the surface when you 
use computers to teach, motivate or liven 
up the same old math. The concept of com- 
putation is beginning to spawn new mathe- 
matical topics of which I shall describe 
one in a moment. I maintain as obvious 
that those topics from computational mathe- 
matics are enormously better matched to, 
and enormously amplify, the use of the 
computer in learning math at any age. I 
also maintain, though this is less obvious, 
that these topics provide a better route 
into mathematical sophistication even in 
contexts where physical computers are not 
available. Finally, I maintain, though 
this is far from obvious, that the few 
examples we have of good theorems growing 
from computational roots are an indication 
that the soil is rich and inviting for peo- 

ple with a talent for research and a desire 
to contribute to the lives of children. 

Part II: MATH 

Computational geometry is an embryonic but 
growing branch of geometry concerned with 
the kinds of computation needed to gener- 
ate, recognize or otherwise manipulate 
geometric figures. Turtle geometry is a 
piece of computational geometry. It is 
about the generation of line figures by 
programs which direct the motion of an 
abstract or real entity called a turtle. 
Basic turtle commands are FORWARD, w~h 
causes the turtle to move in a certain dir- 
ection known as its HEADING; and RIGHT, 
which changes the turtle's heading by 
causing a clockwise rotation without change 
of position. Thus the STATE of a turtle is 
a heading and a position; the command FOR- 
WARD changes the position component, the 
command RIGHT changes the heading compon- 
ent. To indicate how much change is pro- 
duced we write these commands as operators 
with a numerical input, measured (say) in 
millimeters for FORWARD and degrees for 
RIGHT. Thus the following program gener- 
ates a square: 

1 FORWARD i00 
2 RIGHT 90 
3 GO TO LINE i 

What input should RIGHT have in order to 
generate an equilateral triangle? Think 
before reading on! There is a fifty per- 
cent chance that you thought "RIGHT 60" 
before you corrected it to RIGHT 120" In 
any case, you used the theorem that tie 
internal angles of a triangle add up to 180 
degrees. 

My theorem reflects a different way to think 
about this problem. It presupposes that we 
are familiar with the ideas of STATE and 
TURTLE-TRIP. So imagine a turtle taking a 
trip around a triangle, ending up in the same 
state as at the start. How much did it turn? 
Obviously 360 degrees! And it turned in 
three goes, so it must have turned 360/3 
each time. 

One could state this as: the sum of the 
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TO POLY :ANGLE :STEP 
i. FORWARD :STEP 
2. RIGHT :ANGLE 
3. POLY :ANGLE ~STEP 

END 

P I CTURES 

The figures show the action of this procedure with various inputs. It will be seen that in 
general the figure crosses itself. 

POLY 

On a more abstract mathematical level, the day comes when the child gets involved with 
figures that cross themselves and so need an extension of the theorem. For example, 
consider the following turtle procedure written recursively in LOGO: 

POLY 275 156 

STAR 

POLY 
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IconicEnactive Symbolic

"Doing with Images makes Symbols"



Implementation

1990:

Methodist Ladies' College (Melbourne, Australia)

Photo Credit: The Herald & Weekly Times Ltd.



2002:

Maine Learning Technology Initiative

2009:

Proyecto Ceibal (Uruguay)

Photo Credit: Fernando da Rosa



Context

The MLTI: Basic Facts

• What institutions participate?

• All middle schools

• Over half of all high schools

• Who gets a laptop?

• All middle school and high school teachers

• All middle school students

• All high school students in participating schools (approx. 23,000)

• How many laptops are currently in use?

• 2009 Deployment: approx. 67,000

• Some additional laptops from earlier years have been bought by schools 

for use in K-6 classrooms



Substitution

Tech acts as a direct tool substitute, with no 

functional change

Augmentation

Tech acts as a direct tool substitute, with 

functional improvement

Modification

Tech allows for significant task redesign

Redefinition

Tech allows for the creation of new tasks, 

previously inconceivable
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The Key Technologies to Watch

• One Year or Less:

• Collaborative Environments

• Online Communication Tools

• Two to Three Years:

• Mobiles

• Cloud Computing

• Four to Five Years:

• Smart Objects

• The Personal Web
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